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1.1

Introduction

General information iMOD
iMOD is an easy to use Graphical User Interface and an accelerated Deltares-version of
MODFLOW with fast, flexible and consistent sub-domain modelling techniques. iMOD
facilitates very large, high resolution MODFLOW groundwater modelling and also geo-editing
of the subsurface.
Key features of iMOD are:
•
One expandable data set covering all possible future areas of interest
•
Flow model nesting, toggling between grid resolutions and moving to new areas of interest
•
Efficient numerical modelling
•
Fast interactive 2D- and 3D-analysis and visualisation
•
Interactive editing the geometry of the subsurface
•
Consistency between regional and sub-domain models
•
Leaving the era of building series of individual models behind
•
Modelling of water quantity and water quality (iMOD WQ).
To obtain a copy of the Deltares-executables of iMOD (free-of-charge), a request can be
submitted on http://oss.deltares.nl/web/imod/get-started.

1.2

Release overview
In August 2021 a new version of iMOD has been released: iMOD 5.3.
The new version of iMOD contains the following added or improved functionalities and some
bug fixes for:
•
iMOD (e.g. iMODBATCH, iPEST);
•
iMODFLOW;
•
MODFLOW 6;
•
iMOD WQ;
•
iMOD coupler.
For
installation
and
getting
https://oss.deltares.nl/web/imod.

started,

please

read

the

instructions

on

iMOD, iMODFLOW and iMOD-WQ are released using the latest Visual Studio Environment
(VS2017) and Intel Visual Fortran Compiler (v2019.1.144) in combination with an updated
version of Winteracter 14.0 (only for iMOD).
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2.1
2.1.1

Changes in iMOD 5.3

iMOD GUI and iMOD Batch
Added functionalities
3D Tool
• The option to determine the point of rotation is active [Set Rotation Point]. A user can
interactively define the point of rotation by clicking on the 3D image. In this way it is
possible to rotate around a specific point (e.g. borehole) instead of the centre of the 3Dimage. To restore to the default point of rotation (centre) the [Reset View Angle] can be
applied again.
IMODBATCH
• RUNFILE
o The keyword APPLYTC=1 gives the option to up-scale permeability (K) on x- and ydirection based upon computed transmissivity on a local scale. Along rows- and
column the corresponding permeability is computed. As a result, the horizontal
anisotropy (HA) of the LPF packages is filled in automatically as the ratio of the
permeability along the y- and x-direction. Also, the up-scaled vertical anisotropy (VA)
is computed as the up-scaled resistance from which a permeability is derived, the VA
is the ratio between the vertical- and horizontal permeability. In the end the up-scaled
parameters represent the fine-scaled data more accurate, mathematically. The
consequence of APPLYTC=1 is that the up-scaled parameters become more
permeable than with the default geometric up-scaling.
• IMPORTMODFLOW
o The option IITYPE has been added to convert a MODFLOW model into
1) a RUN-file or
2) in a PRJ-file.
o The SFR can import to an ISG-file (SFR-mode).
o The WEL-package is imported into an IPF-file per model layer and associated TXTfiles for the lumped volumes per grid cell. This is done for the IITYPE=2 option only
iPEST
• Parameters are scaled with LOG10-functions. This is entered in the PRJ-file with the
parameter ILOG=1. Whenever ILOG=1 parameters are scaled with LN() instead of
LOG10() which makes the objective function curve a bit more steep, robust and therefore
more distinctively. The original scaling can be applied whenever ILOG=2. In this way iPEST
v5.3 generates different results, however, it might result in most cases in a quicker
convergence to the optimal value, therefore, this option is the new default setting.
• Default Kriging-Range is 0.0 meter (instead of 1000.0m). Whenever the Kriging Range is
0.0, iMOD determines the range automatically based on the maximal 10 nearest points.
• By specifying IVCOL=0 no weighting (IVCOL>0)/standard deviation (IVCOL<0) is used.

2.1.2

Improved functionalities
GENERAL
• CANVAS
o Resizing of the graphical main window resizes the child-window as well
• UTILITY
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o
•

Getting list of existing files for multiple processes conflicted with the names that were
given to the BAT-files and TXT-files, this has been improved.

IPF
o Plotting of extended graph is modified, it has been reduced in size and the text for the
axes is increased

PROJECTMANAGER
• CALCULATION of transmissivity/vertical resistances yielded an incorrect IDF whenever
entries in the PRJ file contained non-equidistance IDF files. This has been improved that
the yielding IDF corresponds with the selected IDF for saving the results.
• In the past, iMOD corrected parameter values for KH and KV in case they are zero and
should not be equal to zero because of a non-zero thickness. From iMOD 5.3 on, no
corrections are applied. A KH or KV value of 0 will yield an error ("An error occurred
starting your simulation") when running MODFLOW.
IMODBATCH
• Function RUNFILE
o Reading IDF files is modified, before entire IDF files were read if the area to be read
was at least 25% of the entire IDF, otherwise a record-wise read was applied. This has
been altered to be 10% of the total number of cells to be read compared to the total
number of cells in the IDF file.
o Entries are sorted in time and layer whenever a PRJ is read in and therefore yield sorted
content when PRJ are saved;
o Export of ISG files yield entries for the regular RIV package of MODFLOW6. The export
ISG-file(s) are added to the NAM-file as separate packages.
o Added the keyword NLAY to specify the number of model layers active in the model;
o Added the keyword NLAYIBND to be able to specify that the NLAYth model layer needs
to be a constant head boundary
o PKSMERGE this keyword defines whether the IDF files of the subsequent sub models
need to be merged after the simulation. Whenever PKSMERGE=-1 the files are deleted
after merging.
o Better error handling in case an IPF is read with WELL data for a Steady State period
but with no correct value for the flux (Q) in the prescribed 3rd column.
• Function IDFCALC
o Using the keyword GENFILE urges to use the binary GEN-file. If not, a question arises
whether to convert it from the ASCII into the BINARY format. If this is not confirmed,
the GEN is discarded without notice. The process is stopped now.
• Function IDFMATH
o Added a new function to compute more complex algebra on IDF files with or without
(nested) constraints and functions. It replaces IDFCALC as it can do all IDFCALC can
do and more.
• Function XYZTOIDF
o ILOG=2 applies a LOG10 transformation as ILOG=1 applies then natural log LN
• Function IDFTIMESERIES
o Added echo in case no IDF files are found. Important to avoid confusion for users.
• Function GXG
o Added keyword OUTPUTFOLDER.
iMOD Graphical User Interface
• ISGEDIT
o Plotting of connected segments did not perform correctly in case multiple entries were
available in the attributed dialog.
• WATERBALANCE TOOL
iMOD v 5.3
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o

2.1.3

Only a warning message appears when no dimensions of zones are given at the end
of a CSV file, in this way the tool can still be used for broken water balance
simulations.

Bugfixes
General
• The file of a GEN-file in the Maps-tab remained opened and is closed now after reading;
• Opening ARR-files with multiple entries (e.g. RIV, DRN, GHB etc. packages) yielded in an
error message. This is resolved and all IDF-files that are created from the import are
added to the iMOD Manager. Also, stages, bottom-elevations overwritten at locations
which are averaged now as conductances are summed.
• Plotting of the connection in an ISF file (SFR-mode) did not work correctly for entries with
multiple timeseries in the ISD-file.
3D-Tool
• The option to scale along the X, Y, Z and XY-axes have been restored. The usage of the
mouse-wheel is that you need to press the middle-button (scrolling of the mouse-wheel
won’t work).
• Handling of SPF files gave undesired caps in the fence-diagrams, this has been resolved
• Plotting of Labels did not work for IPF files without associated files
iMODPATH
• Running a model with non-equidistant cells did not gave correct flowlines as the budgets
were not read in properly.
Create IPF
• Removing columns from an IPF yielded a crash if no column was selected or if the only
column available was selected to be removed.
Cross-Section Tool
• The lowest part of a bore log is missing in the display, this is solved.
Simulation Manager
• Crash if model files for iMOD-WQ contain spaces. Now all names in RUN file are quoted.
• Coordinates of user-defined sub window sometimes is not included in the RUN/NAM file.
• Reading GEF files to IPF files result in missing locations and data due to converting
problem (see description in iMODBATCH function GEF2IPF below)
• Crash if irrigation wells in MetaSWAP are located in a cell with IBOUND=0. iMOD asks
the user permission for replacement of wells to adjacent layers.
WaterBalance Tool
• Crash when budget terms are enormous in value.
Solid Tool
• Interpolation in combination with polygons gave a memory crash, this is fixed

Pathline Simulation
• Particle tracking in non-equidistant networks yields wrong results.
Cross-Section Tool
• Crash when display IPF files with CPT information;
• Display of cross-sections with nearly vertical lines gave wrong results;
• Display with non-equidistantly IDF-files gave incorrect values at the beginning and ending
of the cross-section
iMODBATCH
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•

•

•

•
•
•

Function RUNFILE
o BUFFER and BUFFERCS adding a buffer with variable cell size did not work.
o Error in running iMODFLOW (SIM_TYPE=1) due to double quoted command in run.bat.
o Error running iMOD-WQ if optional keyword OUTPUT_FOLDER is not present.
o If no output is selected for the SFR package, the postprocessing SFRTOISG is not
added to the RUN.BAT script.
o Anisotropy angles were not converted correctly to the ANI-packages, instead of angles,
the factor was exported. This effected the usage of the ANI-package in combination
with an export to a NAM-file (SIM_TYPE=2 and SIM_TYPE=3).
o Constant head cells that did not connect to active cell were deactivated, this has been
changed for compatible issues with the SUBCR-package. The constant head cells
remain active in those case.
o For each layer it is computed whether the model boundary needs to be open
(IBOUND=-1) or closed (IBOUND=1). Before this was done for the BND for model layer
1 only and applied to the other layers.
o Assignment of WEL locations was not consistent between equi- and no equidistantly
model networks. This is synced such that the latter gives the same location as the first;
o Export to the HFB package missed fault lines for the 1st row and column if a Faultline
was present there;
o Export of the FHB package did not consider the fixed head conditions appropriately.
Also, a start date of the FHB prior to the start date of the model yielded an incorrect
negative start data in the FHB package;
o Export of the EVT package did not export the EVT-rate whenever the SURF entry was
constant in time, in that case the SURF was exported every timestep.
o Export to single of summed flux files with keyword SSYSTEM did not work as
prescribed.
Function ISGGRID
o For line that are almost vertical, of horizontally, the gridding included a point far outside
the limit of the line. This is solved and appeared to happen for line with a vertical or
horizontal limit of less than half the cell width/height. As a consequence, the water level
/ bottom height can be incorrect or even conflicted (level less than bottom level). When
this happens, an error message appears.
Function RESIDUALPLOT
o The option IAVERAGE forgot to divide by the number of observations in time. This
happened for transient simulation where multiple set of IPF were used and in that case
only for the last point of the IPF before the next IPF started.
Function IDFTIMESERIE
o NODATA value in header of associated text files differs from NODATA values in
timeseries causing issues in postprocessing and display options.
o In case the record length of a line in file IPF1 is larger than 256 characters, the file IPF2
can miss column data, causing an error when loading the file.
Function GEF2IPF
o Missing locations and data caused by missing keywords and keyword containing
carriage return. Added list of keywords to be expected in the manual.
Function PLOT
o Using a local path for IPFFILE works now as before it could not open associated TXT
files if IPFFILE did not contain at least a “\”-symbol.
Function CREATESUBMODEL
o crashed on NODATA value.
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2.1.4

Known issues
For actual known issues, check the iMOD website: https://oss.deltares.nl/web/imod/knownissues.

2.2

2.2.1

iMODFLOW / MODFLOW6

Improved functionalities
iPEST
• It is possible to specify a negative number for the layer column in the IPF for the supplied
measurements. The absolute values of this denotes the layer number to which the
measurement is assigned to.
PKS
• The PKS solver has the option to delete the IDF files for the subsequent sub models after
merging. Instead of using the keyword -pksmergeidf the keyword -pksmergeidfdelete is
used. This is steered from the iMOD Batch Function RUNFILE.
• iPEST can be combined with the PKS solver
MetaSWAP
• Models with non-equidistantly cells can be used to save results. Before only results were
save on regular IDF-file. The keywords IDF_SY and IDF_SX are added to the
PARAM_SIM.INP to specify the delta-x and delta-y values for the network.
• Before, only results were saved for the area of interest, so without the given buffer
zone. Now the MetaSWAP output is also saved for the buffer area (if BUFFER and
BUFFERCS are specified), also in case the buffer contains non-equidistantly cells.

2.2.2

Bug fixes
•
•
•
•

2.2.3

Saving of the computed heads in timeseries lacks appropriate format to store enormous
values (>10E+20) yielding *****-symbols. Format is equal to the measured data.
The assignment of elements of the HFB for MODFLOW6 did not work for the individual sub
models, they appeared to be present only in the first sub model that they were present. This
issue occurred only in the NAM-model (via the PRJ-NAM trajectory).
Merging of sub-models from the PKS solver, did not reset the network in the process, which
makes merging MetaSWAP-results for non-equidistantly networks incorrectly.
For unconfined models in combination with confined layers there was an unnecessary stop,
this is removed.

Known issues
For actual known issues, check the iMOD website: https://oss.deltares.nl/web/imod/knownissues
MetaSWAP
• Oxygen stress as calculated using Feddes (1978).
During testing it has been found that both iMOD 5.2 and 5.3 have issues regarding the
calculation of oxygen stress according to Feddes (1978). The issue in 5.2 has been tackled,
but this has unfortunately caused a new issue in iMOD 5.3. The functionality of the
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2.3

calculation of oxygen stress should be turned off until the release of the next iMOD version.
This is done by setting p1 and p2 in luse_svat.inp (columns 5 and 6) to 99.00 (except for
the special case of greenhouses, where the value of 1.0 should be used).
Option for perched water tables (PWT)
During testing of iMOD 5.3 it was found that the new developments have inadvertently
affected the PWT option, yielding unexpected results. It was decided not to correct for this
at this stage, considering that the PWT option is not being used (anymore) in practice and
because the option is in need of conceptual improvement. This means that, until further
notice, the PWT option should not be used anymore in combination with MetaSWAP.

Coupling MODFLOW 6 – MetaSWAP
The last year Deltares worked in collaboration with the USGS on the code of MODFLOW 6.
Within this collaboration a coupling method is implemented in the code of MODFLOW 6 based
on Basic Model Interface (BMI) (Hutton et al., 2020). This change is part of the official
MODFLOW release (v6.2.0) of the USGS. The coupling is tested with the unsaturated zone
model MetaSWAP of Wageningen Environmental Research (WEnR). The BMI coupling within
MODFLOW 6 can also be used to couple other models to MODFLOW 6. The status of the
coupling is a Beta release.
For detailed information about the iMOD Coupler, the coupling files and coupling methods see
the iMOD5.3 User Manual, Appendix section A.4 (https://oss.deltares.nl/web/imod/usermanual).
The iMOD Coupler is the main program which a user should start during a coupled modelrun.
This programme uses a configuration file (*.toml file) which contains the locations of the *.dll
files
of
the
computational
codes
and
the
model
input
(see
https://github.com/Deltares/imod_coupler).
For the coupling between MODFLOW 6 and MetaSWAP the following files are necessary:
MetaSWAP:
- mod2svat.inp
MODFLOW 6:
- [filename].rch
- [filename].wel (optional)

iMod_coupler:
- nodenr2svat.dxc
- rchindex2svat.dxc
- wellindex2svat.dxc (optional)

These coupling files can be created using the iMODBATCH function RUNFILE described in
chapter 8.7.5 of the iMOD5.3 User Manual.
2.3.1

Improved functionalities
N/A

2.3.2

Bugfixes
•
•

Fixed reading of *.dxc input files which contain a single entry
MODFLOW 6 permits lower case section names in the *.nam files (Flopy generates those,
for example) which caused the previous version to fail but is supported as of this release.
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2.3.3

Known issues
•

An exception with the message:
FileNotFoundError: Could not find module "\path\to\MetaSWAP.dll" (or one of its
dependencies). Try using the full path with constructor syntax.
This is likely caused by not having the Intel redistributable libraries available. They can be
installed
from
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/articles/intelcompilers-redistributable-libraries-by-version.html. Make sure to choose the correct
platform and the version for 'Parallel Studio XE 2018'. (We are working on removing this
dependency for future releases)

•

2.4

iMOD_Coupler does currently not print the used library versions for MetaSWAP and
MODFLOW when running the applications. We anticipate adding that functionality in the
next release.

iMOD-WQ
After the iMOD5.2 release, no changes were made to the iMOD-WQ version. At the moment
the development team prepares some major development for the release of iMOD6 in the end
of 2021. The release of iMOD5.3 contains this same SVN version of iMOD-WQ: SVN359
For actual known issues, check the iMOD website: https://oss.deltares.nl/web/imod/knownissues.

2.5

iMOD Manual and Tutorials

2.5.1

iMOD Manual
• Detailed description on managing iMODFLOW output, e.g. package OLF and ISG.
• Addition install instructions for MPI software.
• Added list of GEF header keywords for iMODBATCH function GEF2IPF.

2.5.2

iMOD Tutorials
• Corrected names of output files for sub modelling with MODFLOW 6.

3

Preview next release

In November 2021 Deltares plans to release iMOD 6.0, which enables further use of
MODFLOW 6, including the use of unstructured grids within iMOD.
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